MICHAEL BERKMAN MP
Queensland Greens Member for Maiwar

31 October 2018
Hon Mark Bailey MP
Minister for Transport and Main Roads
GPO Box 2644
BRISBANE QLD 4001
Via email: t ransportandmainroads@ministerial.qld.gov.au

Dear Minister Bailey,
I am writing to convey concerns expressed by one of my constituents in relation to the roundabout that
connects Boundary Road, Rouen Road and Rainworth Road. I understand that, given this is a State controlled
road forming part of the regional road network, some issues such as crossings and signage may overlap State
and local government jurisdiction. Accordingly, I am contacting both you and Paddington Ward Councillor
Peter Matic to request assistance addressing the concerns outlined below, in the hope that this matter may
be resolved quickly.
I understand from my constituent, James, that cars frequently speed through the roundabout, either ignoring
or unaware of the pedestrian crossing. James tells me he recently had a near-miss incident at the roundabout
while pushing his 8 week old daughter in her pram; two cars rapidly passed through the roundabout,
apparently unaware of him standing and waiting at the edge of the crossing. He believes that if he had
exercised the right of way afforded by the pedestrian crossing, he and his daughter could have been seriously
injured.
Locals also tell me there are other issues with traffic along Boundary and Rouen Roads in that residential area,
and in particular trucks frequently using their engine brake systems.
Are you able to advise whether there are any existing plans to upgrade roads or improve signage in this
area, or to undertake other traffic management strategies to accommodate this growing residential
community?
I would also request that your department:
1.
2.

Investigate a solution to the safety issues posed by the roundabout at Boundary, Rouen Road and
Rainworth Roads, such as flashing lights or clearer signage indicating the pedestrian crossing; and
Investigate the use of engine brake systems in the surrounding residential areas.
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If you would like to discuss the matter further, please contact my office on (07) 3737 4100. I look forward to
hearing from you.
Kind regards,

Michael Berkman MP
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